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Sharp recognised as leaders in Home Theatre Projection systems, now introduce the

XV-Z91E Home Theatre Projector designed for those seeking quality and added

value features at an affordable price. Built upon the innovative technology on the

recently announced XV-Z90E, both models offer similar performance and features.

Utilizing the latest DLP technology from Texas Instruments both the XV-Z91E and

the XV-Z90E are able to deliver brilliant clarity and feature a high contrast ratio of

1200:1, one of the highest in the industry for a projector at this price point ($5,495).

Vivid sharp contrasts with amazing lifelike colours are the result. This culminates in

images that can be projected with HDTV compatible (480i/P, 720P, 1080i) resolution

in both 4:3 TV and 16:9 widescreen mode in a diagonal screen size of up to 200

inches. Add to that a built-in line doubler, gamma correction and colour temperature

adjustment circuitry and you have picture quality that challenges many more

expensive Home Theatre projectors.

The XV-Z91E boasts a short-throw lens and Lens Shift feature making it ideal for

front projection and suitable for smaller to medium sized rooms while the XV-Z90E

with its long-throw lens is suited for ‘behind viewer’ placement in medium to larger

rooms. Both units have a small foot print measuring 368mm x 327mm x 154mm and
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can fit comfortably on a shelf, side cabinet or small table and can be moved from

one room to another with a minimum of effort bringing the picture viewing

experience to every room in the home.

Fitted with the latest in zoom lens and Lens Shift function technology both the XV-

Z91E/Z90E ensure high contrast images, superior uniformity and edge-to-edge

definition. “Its like being in the front row of a movie theatre”, stated Sharp’s National

Channel Manager, Simon Nicol.

Both units are designed to provide exceptional clarity and depth of field due to the

most advanced 0.55 inch DLP chip-set that provides a 1200:1 contrast ratio and 800 x

600 pixels resolution. Add to that 600 ANSI lumen brightness and you have two truly

mobile projectors that will bring the ‘big picture viewing experience to nearly every

room in the home’.

Unlike many competitor designs the XV-Z91E and XV-Z90E have whisper quiet fan

operation with extremely low acoustic noise and radiates a minimum of backlight

interference, these benchmark Home Theatre projectors are designed to “be seen and

not heard”.

For further versatility and ease of installation both models feature a number of

innovative technologies including a 2D keystone correction mode that allows the

images to be projected from almost any angle. Consequently the projector does not

have to be placed directly in front of the screen and makes it possible to mount the

unit close to the ceiling or walls and still produce a perfect picture. Together with
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these and a 1:1.2x zoom lens and Lens Shift function provides optimum picture

quality in the most challenging installation environments.

Digital Light Processing (DLP) is an innovative way to project and display signals

and is based on Digital Micrometer Device Technology developed by Texas

Instruments. The inherent digital nature of DLP enables noise-free, precise image

quality with very good colour reproduction. The very close spacing of the

micromirrors cause video images to be projected as seamless pictures with higher

perceived resolution.

To realise the ultimate potential in picture quality both models work best when

connected to auxiliary equipment via the finest connection formats available

including; Component (Y,Pb,Pr), S-Video (4-pin DIN), Composite (RCA), and

computer RS232 connectors. Additional features include a Pro Menu Mode that

facilitates advanced picture adjustment and a backlight remote control for ultimate

operational ease.

In announcing the XV-Z91E Digital Home Theatre Projector, Sharp’s National

Channel Manager, Simon Nicol stated, “The XV-Z91E is without doubt an excellent

value, feature packed Home Theatre projector for today’s living, it offers true

portable performance, a big picture viewing experience and is ideally suited to every

room in the home”.
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Complete with swivel stand, Sharp also offer an optional installation adaptor and

ceiling bracket for $595. Both the XV-Z91E and XV-Z90E are covered by a

nationwide two-year parts and labour warranty and have an RRP of $5,495.

For further information on the XV-Z91E/Z90E or other Sharp projectors call 1300

135 530 or visit the website at www.sharp.net.au.


